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‘The Dare Game’ by Jacqueline Wilson 

 

I read the book ‘The Dare Game’ by Jacqueline  

Wilson. It is a book about a girl called Tracy  

Beaker and her friends, ‘football’ and Alexander. 

It also includes her mother and her adopted  

parent Cam.  

When she lives with Cam she does not like it as 

Cam cannot buy her designer clothes, take her  

out for days or let her buy stuff she wants. All 

the girl’s in her new school are horrid including 

a girl called Roxanne. One day she bunks off school 

and finds a run-down house and calls it her ‘special  

place’. When she sees two other boys (Alex and ‘football’),  

she plays a dare game with them and she thinks she  

is the greatest. 

This book makes me think that Tracy is a spoilt girl, 

around 8 years old and wants everything to go her way.  

Even though she thinks too much of herself,  

she would make me feel better if I were in care. She 

is confident, yet she is a bit too bossy and in charge. 

I have read this book and I rate it:- 

 

*** Could be better 

Holly Tipping 7KS 

  

 
‘How to train Your Dragon’ by Cressuda Cowell 

 

The book ‘How to Train Your Dragon’ has an  

adventurous storyline. At first Hiccup was awful 

at dragon training, but further in the book, he 

progresses to be very good. 

 

I rate it:- *** 

The illustrations could be improved. 

 

Pascale Howson 7FF 

‘Granny’ by Anthony Horowitz 

 

Joe Warden’s granny is repulsive and really, really mean. 

He finds out that granny has an evil plan and it has something 

to do with him! Can he find out what her plan is and can he stop her in  

time?! 

I liked this book because there are surprising things like ‘hotel for grannies’ 

and everyone in the hotel (except Joe) was at least 70, even the receptionist. 

Also, the description was good and there was great use of language. 

Overall, it was excellent and I rate it 5 *****.             Luca Perney 7KF 
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The Vampire Diaries:’ The Return’ and ‘The Awakening’ by L.J. Smith 

 

I enjoyed it because I really liked the plot. A girl named 

Elena meets the mysterious Stefan, but she doesn’t know 

that he’s a vampire.  

I recommended this book to my friend who likes this kind  

of book. 

*****   Huzanna Powaga 7KF    

 

 

‘Tom Gates is Absolutely Fantastic(at some things) by L. Pichon 

 

I like this book because there are only a few words written on the  

pages and for some words, the author uses pictures and facial 

expressions. This really makes me understand the reading better  

because I like pictures and facial expressions a little bit more. 

The main character is obviously called Tom Gates and I thought he  

was interesting because in one point of the story he was playing an  

easy game called ‘Monster Battleships’ with his best friend Derek. This is actually 

a very sensible game, it has got monsters in it and I know he likes to draw 

monsters a lot. I could relate to the main character the best. I think he is quite  

sensible, although sometimes he is a bit forgetful and gets into trouble. 

It is not just Tom Gates that is interesting, there is Derek Fingle(Tom’s best 

friend), Delia(Tom’s older sister, who is always grumpy), Amy Porter(one 

of Tom’s best friends), Soloman Stewart(tall and another of Tom’s friends), 

Norman Watson(who eats sweets which make him go wild), Brad 

Galloway(who talks in his sleep) and Marcus Meldrew(the idiot). 

This story was written from Tom’s point of view in diary form. Tom’s  

biggest problem is Marcus Meldrew, because he can irritate  

everyone, all of the time.  

The age group I think this book would be most suitable for is 

8-13 year olds, because although it is quite detailed, it is mainly a book 

to get you ready for secondary school. My only criticism is that the cover is quite 

detailed, so you can’t see things too clearly. 

I think the book is overall, excellent. 

 

Dhruv Somari 7FF 

 

 

Kensuke’s Kingdom by Michael Morpurgo 

 

I think this is one of the most touching books I have ever read.  

It is full of drama, emotion and joy. I was touched by it mainly  

because of Kensuke’s life story. It is a lovely book and I strongly 

recommend it to all readers , though I think children aged nine  

to thirteen will understand and enjoy it more. Read it and you will 

automatically LOVE it! A lovely book for any gender, full of 

adventure and drama.          

*****     Husannara Tariq 7AF 
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War Horse by Michael Morpurgo 

 

The story is narrated by a horse, Joey – which I wasn’t expecting. 

He tells the reader of his experiences at the farm where he is raised 

by Albert, his experience in France during the war and of the 

friendships he makes along the way. He sees some awful things in France, 

a fair amount of death and hurt, but what shines through this book is love –  

he has people care for him and he develops lovely friendships with 

many people in the book. He has Albert, the boy who raised him and  

trained him on the farm; Top Thorne, a fellow horse in war with him and Emilie, 

a little French girl who looks after both him and Top Thorne whilst they 

are camped at her grandfather’s farm. Friendship is the key factor in this book,  

and it can clearly be seen throughout the book. 

This wasn’t a difficult read as it is aimed for young teenagers. The  

language is simple and it is not a long book – only 182 pages. That said,  

I did enjoy it and wanted to know what was going to happen. This is 

A good read – it has everything you would want in a book- love, 

friendship, adventure and a gripping story. 

I don’t think Michael Morpurgo hides the horrors of war! 

 

**** 

Husanara Tariq 7AF 

 

 

Journey to the River Sea by Eva Ibbotson 

 

This is an amazing book. I would recommend it to  

anyone who enjoys adventure and mystery. This  

amazing book is set in the deadly rainforest, where 

creatures and mean families lurk around. 

Can Maia find a friend who she can trust? 

 

Rated 8/10 by Rachel Haines 7FX 

 

 

 

 

 

A Medal for Leroy by Michael Morpurgo 

 

This book made me love Michael Morpurgo books. It’s  

about a big family that doesn’t even know who the 

 aunt or the grandmother are. It really did touch my 

heart and it made me fill with love after I read the  

whole story. I would describe this book as amazing and 

astonishing. 

Thank you Michael Morpurgo. 

 

10/10 by Isabel Goz 7FX 
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War Horse by Michael Morpurgo 

 

This book was amazing and moving. It’s all about a horse 

sent to work in the war. Through his journey he gets passed 

on to different owners (some nice, some not). But the horse, 

Joey wants the most is to find his rightful owner. Will he ever  

find him? 

 

Rated 8/10 by Rachel Haines 7FX 

 

 

Pegasus and the Flame by Kate O’Hearn  

 

This book was amazing. My favourite read! 

It was all about myth and adventure, which truly caught my 

imagination. I loved how the author described the tragic  

storm at the beginning; where the Empire State Building 

blew up. Next was the sound of the stallion, as white as snow, 

crashing on the girl’s (Emily’s) roof. 

This is where her adventure begins. 

 

Rated 10/10 by Rachel Haines 7FX 

 

 

I Believe in Unicorns by Michael Morpurgo 

 

It may sound a bit childish but actually it is one of the 

nicest books I read in English. It is about a unicorn, but 

that doesn’t mean it’s just for little children. It includes war  

in the story.  I like the story because they are saving books and  

I think this is great, because books are treasures, so  

we should save and be proud of them. 

 

Rated 10/10 by Isobel Goz 7FX 

 

 

The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas by John Boyne 

 

This book, I must say is fabulous. The way it is written.  

The way Bruno feels about what’s happening and the way  

that German people dislike the Jews. Some people  

said that I should watch the movie, but actually I don’t want 

to change the pictures that I have in my mind about the book. 

I want to keep how I imagine Bruno and his friend sitting cross  

legged, facing each other, with a fence between them. I  

don’t want to see the movie because it would ruin the treasured 

images I have in my mind. 

 

Rated 10/10 by Isobel Goz  
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‘The Diamond Girls’ by Jacqueline Wilson 

 

‘The Diamond Girls’ is a fun and interesting book that is full of 

hilarious moments, but is at times sad. 

The Diamonds are four girls that have just moved house, but will 

it be all that it seems? As their mum is pregnant (and returning home), 

how will they cope with the first Diamond boy? 

I would not recommend it to children of all ages, but it would definitely 

be age appropriate for anyone 10 years old and over. 

Jacqueline wrote an amazing book! 

 

Annabel Hodges 7MF 

 

‘Gone’ by Michael Grant 

 

Suddenly, in a small town in Southern California,  

everyone over the age of fifteen disappears.   

Sam, a normal but also strange boy, finds his mum has 

vanished, as well as all the adults and he wants to find out 

what has happened to them. But the kids are controlling  

each other. 

 

Rated 9/10 by Harvey Banger 7MF 

 

‘The Book of Poo’ 

 

‘The Book of Poo’ is a fantastic, gross, comedy and is great for  

kids ages 6-14. Get this book and you will not be disappointed. 

It is an extreme journey into the world of poo. Managing to go  

through every poo known to man. 

 

Rated 7/10 **** by  Harry Allen  7MF 

 

‘Then’ by Morris Gleitzman 

 

‘Then’ is a heart-warming tale, expertly written, by Morris Gleitzman. 

The wild adventure is based on World War 1 – a shameful event, 

which left the lead character Felix (and his faithful companion Zelda) 

struggling for survival in a dismal environment. 

Discovering crestfallen Jews as they venture past the Nazi’s. 

I recommend it to anybody over the age of 10 

as it occasionally has harsh scenes. 

I’d give it 10/10 as it is powerful and emotional. 

If I had the chance I would definitely read it again. 

There are more in the series – Once, Then, Now, After. 

Well done Morris Gleitzman! 

 

Annabel Hodges 7MF 
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‘The World According to Humphrey’ by Betty Birney 

 

This book is happy/sad but it’s still great for any ages. 

The characters in it are like teachers and students  

and it is set in a school. 

 

Ellie Moorhouse 7MF 

 

 

 

 

‘Point Blanc’ by Anthony Horowitz 

 

In this story the main character, Alex Rider, is sent to a ‘school’ on 

the top of Mont Blanc as suspicious events have been happening there. 

But after a twisted turn of events, Alex feels that everyone is different. 

Each person is a child of a famous person, and they are all about  

to change …. for the worse. 

This book appeals to 9-14 year olds due to the ‘child on an adventure aspect’. 

I would recommend it because of the fast change of events and all the 

action and suspense Anthony makes in the book. 

 

Rated 9.5/10 by Coby Mumford 7MF 

 

 

 

‘Billionaire Boy’ by David Walliams 

 

I think this book is great for 8-12 year olds. 

I would recommend this book because it’s a book  

that you can’t let go.  He lives in a big mansion with 

his dad and he gets what he wants.  He also has got  

a lot of trouble happening at school. 

Overall I would rate this book 8/10. 

 

Harry Peacock  7MF 

 

 

 

‘Harry Potter & the Philosopher’s Stone’ 

 

This book is about a young boy who is a wizard but he doesn’t know. 

His mum and dad are dead and he is living with his aunt and uncle. 

Until one day a massive man called Hagrid comes and takes him to Hogwarts 

the witchcraft and wizardry school run by the best headmaster 

Hogwarts has ever seen. 

 

Rated ***** by Charlie Pringle 7MF 
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‘Harry Potter & the Order of the Phoenix’ 

 

Harry is having more nightmares. 

Harry Potter goes through more huge adventures and fighting Voldemort. 

Harry sets up a club for Defence against the Dark Arts 

because the teacher, Professor Umbridge, a ministry member, 

is not doing her job. 

Harry sees Mr. Weasley being killed by a snake and  

Sirius Black, Harry’s godfather. 

 

Rated 10/10 by Luke Bernatik 7MF 

 

‘The Hobbit’ 

 

The Hobbit is a fun and magical war adventure.  

Orks, goblins and more crazy stuff like that and the army of orks 

return ….But that’s at the end.  

It all started in a hole in the ground. 

Not a dirty, smelly hole but a warm, cosy hole. 

At knight an unexpected knock on the door and a 

pile of dwarves led by Thorin Oakinshield and Gandalf 

and that’s where the adventure begins. 

 

Tobias Cornelius 7MF 

 

‘Gone’ by Michael Grant 

 

Gone is the first book in a series by Michael Grant. 

Gone is a book everyone would want to read because it  

builds up so much suspense. 

The book is about three teenagers who are trying to figure out 

why every person over the age of 15 disappears in a flash. 

The three main characters are Sam, Astrid and Quin. 

 

Rated 10/10 by Ben Drust 7MF 

 

 

‘Double Act’ by Jacqueline Wilson 

 

In this book there are two twins whose mother has died  

so they live with their dad and nan. 

One day their dad finds a girlfriend they do not like so they get very annoyed. 

Then they had an argument because one of them (Garnet) 

likes the girlfriend (Rose).  They have to move away because their 

Dad has a new job and they have to go to a new school 

but only one twin gets in. 

I recommend it because it is a very fun and exciting book. 

 

Rated ***** by Paige Ellis 7MF 
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‘Going Solo’ by Roald Dahl 

 

This book is about Roald Dahl’s life when he is in World War 2. 

It is a truthful story and includes many frightening and funny tales. 

The main character in this book is Roald Dahl because it is part of his life story. 

It tells some tales of his friends while he was at war. 

This book appeals to all age groups, above about 10 years old. 

There are a few tricky words that people might not understand. 

I would recommend this book because it has a great story plan 

and is very intriguing. 

I would rate this book 10/10.  It was written by a classic book writer, 

who has written many children’s books. 

 

Rated ***** by Jodie Fogg 7MF 

 

 

 

‘Once’ by Morris Gleitzman 

 

Once is an amazing book about World War 1. 

It is a sad but great book full of heart-warming, meaningful 

characters such as Zelda, Barney and Felix, and many more. 

I would give this tragic but lovely story 9.9 out of 10 because 

of how it sums up the main reason for some of the horrid things 

that happened in World War 1, and how the writer has made the 

book have real feeling. 

The main story-line is about how Felix is sent away from home to  

be saved from the Nazis but Felix is clueless about what is really 

happening. 

If I could, I would read it again.   

I recommend it to over 10s because of the harsh topics included. 

 

Daisy Whitcher 7MF 

 

 

 

 

 

‘How to Cheat a Dragon’s Curse’ by Cressida Cowell 

 

This book is set in the Viking time. 

The main character of the story is Hiccup Horrendous Haddock III 

who goes on a quest to find the potato. 

In a rating out of ten I would definitely give it full marks. 

This is because it is really hilarious. 

Also it is my favourite book of all time. 

I would recommend it to people of any age. 

 

Emily Riley 7MF 
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‘Skulduggery Pleasant’ by Derek Landy 

 

Gordon Edgley’s sudden death was a shock to everyone –  

Especially his niece, Stephanie Edgley who has been 

given his house in his will.  But when she stays the night 

in Gordon’s house something strange happens, where 

she meets Skulduggery Pleasant, a wise-cracking 

detective, powerful, magician, sworn enemy of evil … 

and he’s dead.  Stephanie then becomes Skulduggery’s 

partner to stop crime and find out how Gordon Edgley died. 

 

Rated 9/10 Avneet Buttar 7MF 

 

 

‘The Ultramarines Omnibus’ 

 

This book is about the adventures of Captain Uriel Ventris of the 

Ultramarines 4th Company in the 41st millennium. 

I think that this book will appeal to 12 years and over 

Because there is lots of violence and gory bits. 

 

Rated 9/10 Kieran Wells 7MF 

 

 

 

‘Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban’ 

 

I recommend this book because it’s an exciting, action- 

packed story with Harry and his friends Ron and Hermione. 

This book is amazing and I couldn’t put it down. 

I think it would appeal to 8 year olds and over. 

I think lots of imagination and creativity has gone into this book 

and anyone could enjoy it. 

 

Rated ***** by Amelie Smith 7MF 

 

 

‘Drop Zone’ by Andy McNab 

 

This book is about a sky-diver who is going to finish college. 

On his journey he meets some friends to help him on the way. 

The sky-diver’s name is Ethan.  Ethan wants to become a 

professional ski-diver.  When he’s a rookie still at college, his 

mum and dad have a fight and split up. 

The characters are all sky-divers and like Ethan are rookies.  

This book is appealing to 11 year olds and over. 

I recommend this book because of its’ adventurous feeling. 

 

Rated ***** 9/10 by Luke Scappaticci 7MF 
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 ‘Dark Lord’ by Jamie Thomson 

 

It is about this evil dark lord who is king of all evil. 

He can do lots of spells and is powerful. One day he and  

his army are fighting the good (white side) and the white 

wizard (leader of the good) puts a spell on him which makes 

 him go to earth in the form of a 13 year old boy,and he has lost   

his powers.  Will he escape …?  

It would appeal to children from the age of 8-14 years. 

I would recommend this as it is a good read and keeps  

you interested the whole time. 

 

Rated 8.5/10 by Laith Al Sunna 7MF 

  

‘The Boy in Striped Pyjamas’ by John Boyne 

Bruno and his family moved from Berlin due to his                                      

father’s job.  Bruno liked to explore but he couldn’t 

find anywhere to explore in his new home.  But one 

day he looked through the window and then found the 

concentration camp. 

I would recommend the book to age 10+ 

 

Rated 8/10 by Chloe Greenwood 7MS 

 

‘Gangsta Granny’ by David Walliams 

 

Gangsta Granny is an amazing book about a boy called James. 

James thinks that his parents love dancing more than him 

because they always leave him with his Granny when they 

want to go and see the dancing.  James doesn’t like his granny 

because she stinks of cabbage and virtually all she eats is cabbage. 

But when James finds out that is granny might be the world’s 

biggest jewel thief his thoughts about her change completely. 

  I would give it an age rating of 7-12 years. 

If you want to have a fabulous laugh, read this book and others 

also written by David Walliams like ‘The Boy in a Dress’. 

 

Rated ***** by Katherine White 7MF 

 

‘The Famous Five’ by Enid Blyton 

 

The Famous Five book series is written by Enid Blyton and are a group of 

adventure packed books.  Join Julian, Dick, George, Anne and Timmy the  

dog in the most exciting books you have ever read.  Follow the gangthrough  

the different exhilarating adventures and find outwhat happens in each book. 

 

This group of books would appeal to 7-11 years. 

Rated 10/10 by Katherine White 7MF 
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